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E Symbols 

 
Eagle - great initiative and daring; a life that is not easy; a symbol of an initiate.  An eagle means 

a loner initiate; (dc) - initiate, the Teacher. (IS) - Master R (Rakoczi):  Ritual - Light Stream #7. 

Eagle (young) - probationary initiate. 

Eagle (brown) - initiation through earth matters and conditions. 

Eagle (white) - spiritual initiation. 

Ears - are highly sensitive constellation antennas for the lesser etheric body. 

Ears (messages from angels): 

• Ear (right center) - when one feels a tingling sensation or warmth within the center of 

the right ear, this is an approving signification that the angels watching over his spiritual 

progress are working to screen out the negative.  This powerful asset of constellation nadi 

power is protective and is a form of time-saving grace. 

• Ear (right higher most exalted portion) - if the higher most exalted portion of the ear 

becomes intensely warm or electrified, one should know that he has extreme approval 

for an act or for a condition.  This invariably denotes a spiritual blessing. 

• Ear (right inner opening) - if it pertains to a place or a work of grace one is to receive, 

the vibration is felt in the inner opening of the ear. 

• Ear (right lobe) - if tingling or warmth occurs in the lobe of the right ear, the angel is 

saying that one is fulfilling a certain positive action in the physical world.  This means 

that one has turned in the right direction and that what he is doing is approved by the 

angelic worlds; it also may mean good news or positive telepathies from physical 

persons. 

• Ear (right lower tip of the lobe) - if a feeling of warmth in the lower tip of the lobe of 

the right ear is experienced, the harmony or guiding circumstance affirms the green light 

for a place or location where one is to be, or to have a physical thing one desires. 

• Ear (right orifice) - should he receive the tingle in the orifice of the right ear, his 

Guardian Angel is telling him that he is to have an audible confirmation of acceptable 

good, and that some form of praise in the physical world will help him to spread his 

work.    

• Ear (right upper portion) - should the tingle occur in the upper right part of the right ear, 
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one is being shown that his prayers have been answered, and that he is reinforced by 

heaven; that he is on the threshold of doing something which will open grace for him and 

his works; he is being given goods news or positive telepathies from the higher worlds.   

• Ear (left) - the accent upon vibration is also to keep one from doing something wrong, 

beginning something that will be an unnecessary waste of time or energy, or alerting one 

to negative or selfish persons whom one will meet for the first time. 

• Ear (left orifice) - when tingling or warmth is felt in the orifice of the left ear, one is 

being evilly spoken of by negative persons or tongues, or he is on the verge of receiving 

unpleasant news or communication from a negative source. 

• Ear (left upper portion) - insistently itches or tingles, this is a symbol that one should 

pray to be protected from subtle, unseen forces; he should search himself to see if there is 

any cupidity or acquisitiveness in his mind; it also is a warning of negation telepathies. 

The Guardian Angel is alerting the person that he is under a negative barrage from the 

subtle worlds, and thus could have an accident or experience some unpleasant 

occurrence. 

• Ear (left upper portion:  while traveling in vehicle) - if the warning tingle comes while 

traveling in a vehicle, he is being warned that he is in danger of an accident due to the 

carelessness of an approaching driver, or some other form of accident caused by a person 

who could be used by the forces of dark to commit violence on one’s physical person. 

Ear (musical sound heard in the inner ear) (IS) - Cherubim Angel.   

Earring (ark) - inner hearing. 

Earrings (antique) (ark) - inner hearing from the lesser dream veils of partial and antiquated 

knowledge. 

Earrings (diamond) - grace in hearing true; inner hearing. 

Earrings (goddess) (ark) - grace in inner hearing from the feminine aspect of Sophia God. 

Earring (gold) (ark) - manifestation of inner hearing from the Higher Self. 

Earrings (pearl) (ark) - pure inner hearing and knowing received from victory over self-made 

trials and tribulations. 

Earth - is the symbol of the earth mother or Nature, an aspect of the Divine Mother. 

Earth (being or teacher with feet on earth) (IS) - earth worker and earth teacher; also invisible 

helper and night server with visitation powers. 
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Earth (dried dirt or mud) ark - one has extricated himself from an unsavory situation in health, 

mind, morals.   

Earth (eroded earth or soil) - indicates that one has sown his seed on sterile ground. 

Earth (freshly plowed) - indicates that one is working with Nature to fructify the earth.   

Earth (vision of the sphere of the earth) (IS) - Terrestrial Angels. 

Earth (wet or mud) - indicates that one must extricate himself from an unsavory situation in 

health, mind, morals.   

Earthquake - the Holy Ghost; a warning that one’s world will be turned over, and that one’s 

former conceptual bliss has come to an end; also, to be shaken free from evil or weakness. 

Eat - spiritual nourishment. 

Eating - spiritual nourishment. 

Egg - fertility; pregnancy; the great cosmic egg or new beginning in creation. 

Egg (sandwich) (ark) - life substance for a new beginning in creation. 

Ego - a time machine. 

Electrical cord or sound current (in a dream or meditation) - the sound current is inside of you. 

Some come in with more alignment with the sound current. It first may come as the sound of an 

object: as a bell, as raindrops or the sound of waves crashing on the shore, the sound of a seashell 

when placed next to the ear, or like a cord of electricity where we step into different dimensions. 

The Great Void will open certain doors that will take you to the sound current and the freeing of 

consciousness. Stillness is always a preceding necessity to receive the sound current. This can 

occur at deeper levels of sleep where we recharge and are made new every day to face the 

challenges we have set up for ourselves.1 

Electric (shock to the temples) - to open the memory portals. 

Electrician (ark) - mastery of lower astral world. 

Electricity - lower astral world.i 

Electricityii(Black) Earth - 1st chakra, tamasic. Black electricities of hating and taking.2  

“Mysterious black electricity by which cosmic polarities seek to come to balance with the 

molecular system within energy processes of earth.”  Willful psychic energies.  This chakra is 

united with the South Pole of the earth.  All who work with the Zodiacal Overlords or Heavenly 

 
1Ann Ree Colton, The Mantra between the Chela and the Master. 
2Ann Ree Colton, Consciousness Power. 
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Hosts to produce the individualistic atom in the body and in the brain work with Sirius, the Dog 

Star. (“Associations in family ties, competitive aggressiveness in the outer world and wars between 

nations enable man to produce an individualistic atom in his emotional body. If over many lives 

one has failed to respond to his own, tribal and family conscience, he will build around himself an 

egotistical shell.”)iii 

Electricity (Red) Water – 2nd chakra, rajasic, fiery passions that burn.  Works through blood, 

ovum and semen.  Sex offenses invoke the law of cursing.  To be exposed to the retribution side 

of this red electrical current without insulation produces disgrace, defeat, death. 

Electricity (Amber) Plasma (arck) – Solar and Lunar: 3rd chakra.  Pranic electricity.  Exposure 

to its crude state inhibits life functioning of the cells in the body.  When unbalanced, drains the 

psychic vitality of the nadis system. 

Electricity (Misty Green Smoke) (arck) – Fire - Heart: 4th chakra.  Smoke-like electricity is the 

pure expansion vitality of the cosmic.  All supernatural powers begin with this ethereal green 

light. 

Electricity (Misty Blue Smoke) Air (arck) – Throat: 5th chakra.  Vaporous electricity of the 

vibrational ether supporting the sound current in speech, throat, base of tongue and skull, or 

Mouth of God Center. The Cosmos Disciple sends forth from this center a dazzling Jupiter-Blue 

light when teaching the Dharma. 

Electricity (Rose Violet) Sun/Moon (arck) – Eyebrows: 6th chakra.  Supernal electricity enables 

one to telepathically send his thoughts.  This chakra is used by Telepathic Disciple to heal; teach 

and see through timelessness and spacelessness.  

Electricity (Pure White Light) (arck) – Crown: 7th chakra.  Heavenly electricity that is diamond-

like in its radiance.  The 7th chakra is the dwelling place of the Godhead Light seated within the 

center of the soul’s medallion. This chakra is linked with the North Pole of the earth and receives 

the Arcturus and Polaris electricities.  Initiates working with Polaris are seeking to bring forth the 

omniscient cell in their physical brains. 

Elemental Kingdom - unseen forces working with the laws of Nature.  The etheric elemental 

creatures [gnomes, salamanders, sylphs, undines] work directly with the Angels.iv 

Elephant - if one should dream of an elephant, he is being shown that his will be the chief aspect 

in the dramas of his initiations.   

Elephant - means the will.   
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Elephant (attacking or charging) - indicates that one is to be the victim of his own forceful will 

or be exposed to the forceful will of another. 

Elephant caravan (ark) - clearing the way on a spiritual pilgrimage or sojourn through use of the 

will. 

Elephant (herd) - using your own will to make the way. 

Elephant (trunk down) - indicates that one is docile as to his will; inverted, malicious, 

insensitive and unintelligent will; the use of force without compassion; defeat; or a lesson to 

learn from someone having a stronger will. 

Elephant (trunk up) - this shows that one is victorious over the lesser will; means victory over 

physical conditions; the symbol of perseverance; strength, power, victory or success in learning a 

lesson.   

Elephant (talking or trumpeting) - one will be called on to prove power; also, kundalini rising in 

spine through median nerve. 

Elevator - night flight. Going up:  indicates that one is ascending into the higher planes of 

consciousness during the night’s instruction.  Going down:  one is passively giving freedom to 

the overflow of the subconscious mind. 

Elevator (caught in shaft) - indicates that the higher etheric body as a vehicle is detained in the 

lesser dream veils. 

Elimination - as all ingestion begins in the mouth, elimination dreams sometimes mean that one 

must be cleansed of needless conversation. 

Elimination (bowel) - to dream of bowel elimination indicates that one is overcoming and 

eliminating the poisonous memories and conditions of the past.   

Elimination (coughing up phlegm) - one is overcoming the lesser levels of genesis; genesis 

elimination; emotional restriction placed by family or friends. 

Elimination (constant) - to constantly dream of one’s elimination process in any part of the body 

means that one is being purified. 

Elimination (diarrhea) ktk) - uncontrolled elimination of poisonous memories and conditions of 

the past.   

Elimination (w/embarrassment) - to dream of bowel or kidney elimination with a feeling of 

embarrassment in a dream, means that one is to be cleansed with some form of public 

chastisement. 
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Elimination (urinate) - indicates that one has failed to use self-control and has need of discipline 

of his lesser will.   

Elimination (vomit / vomiting / nausea) - indicates that one has reached an impasse in which he 

must eliminate the resentment and bitterness which have been stimulated by the bile of his hates 

and hostility. 

Embrace (passionately) - one is evaluating his sexual desires and love intent. 

Embrace (tenderly) - one has reached the reverent side of love. 

Emerald - the great initiate Hippocrates, the Master of Medicine, used the emerald fire in his 

healing.  When persons see the emerald in a dream, it indicates that they are contacting the 

healing element of the chlorophyll fire in the blood and are being prepared for initiation into 

extended healing powers.v  Persons wearing the emerald are channeling a unique healing fire.  To 

observe the emerald in a dream is to be prepared for initiation into extended healing powers 

through natural, ethical sources.vi 

Emerald (IS) -  Archangel Uriel; Master K.H. (Koot Hoomi):  Law - Light Stream #4. 

Engine (making adjustments) (ark) - one is making corrections in the functioning of his heart or 

love body. 

Engine (running) (ark) - one is operating or functioning through their heart or love body. 

Entryway - to be in an entry way inside the main door of the house means that one has been 

accepted as a disciple.   

Envelope (ark) - to see an open envelope in your dream signifies being open to a spiritual 

opportunity. To see an unopened envelope, indicates a potential opportunity coming your way. 

Escalator (ark) - assisted rise to higher levels of consciousness. 

Esse - the Tao or wisdom of the esse which proves everything and brings to order in right timing 

through faith.3 

Eternal Spirit (or the mind‘s light of Jesus) (IS) - is always seen a cerulean blue light of cool 

peace-giving, celestial fire.   

Eucalyptus tree - a symbol of racial and national impartiality; an indication that a cleasing 

initiation is before one as to race and nation; migration. 

Eucharist (ark) - to receive the Eucharist as a sacrament in a dream symbolizes that one is 

 
3Ann Ree Colton, Faith. 
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receiving solar communion. 

Eye (all seeing) - one is being prepared by his soul and the Higher Worlds to observe the archaic 

embodiment records of mankind.vii (IS) - Sanat Kumara or Ancient of Days. 

Eye (etheric layers) (p. 58-9) - 1st -  planetary action affecting his lower etheric body; 2d - 

observes the moon’s reflected sphere; 3d - enables one to rejuvenate his lesser etheric body with 

his will; 4th - one travels to see or read the soul-memory records of the archives; 5th - one aligns 

himself with the memory of things of the past; 6th - when unrestrained, one will see and look 

down upon all things in the physical world with a 4th dimensional objectivity; 7th - the one 

dreaming, unites his vision with the combined vision of the Presences of Heaven; and unites with 

the rhythms of revelation. 

Eyes (left) (ark) - window to the soul leading one to left-hand path. (See Hand (left-hand). 

Eye (left) hemorrhaging (ark) - window to the soul revealing a cleansing of one’s photographic 

field registering man’s impressionable emotions and thoughts pertaining to his psychic power. 

Eyes (right) (ark) - window to the soul leading one to the right-hand path. (See Hand (right-

hand). 

Eyeglasses (ark) - inner sight; wisdom; clarity in seeing; seeing from the higher-self. 

Eyeglasses (black rimmed) (ark) - one’s insight wisdom is accentuating the light. 

Eyeglasses (dark) (ktk) - seeing through a glass darkly. 

Eyeglasses (dark rimmed & masculine) (ark) - one’s insight wisdom is accentuating the light 

through the Masculine Principle. 

Eyeglasses (gold rimmed) (ark) - one is seeing is from the level of the soul. 

Eye specialist (ark) - in a dream is symbolic of a self-consciousness and spiritual vision scientist. 

Eyebrows (bushy) - a symbol of reticent wisdom.  When seen in a dream it indicates that one has 

come close to a person who has counseled many. 

Eyebrows (arched) - indicates incredulity and sophistication. 

Eyebrows (one raised higher than the other) - symbolizes a person who is intellectually biased, 

or who is unevenly balanced in his emotions and mind; also indicates snobbery. 

Eyebrows (sparse) - indicates over-frugality in giving or sharing of the self 

Eyedropper (ark) - focused vertical thinking. 

Eyelashes - when one sees the eyelashes of a person as being long, thick, luxuriant, it means they 

are over-idealistic. 
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Eyes (ark) - windows to the soul. 

Eyes (wiping sleep or sand from eyes) (ark) - clearing away the illusion of futility so one may 

see the soul’s vision for one’s life. 
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i.  Ann Ree Colton, The Encounter with the Invisible. 
ii.  Ann Ree Colton, Kundalini West, p. 78-9. 
iii. Ann Ree Colton, The Human Spirit, p.108. 
iv. Ann Ree Colton, Vision for the Future, p. 61. 
v  Ann Ree Colton, Advanced Conclave, Research, Vol. 1 , No. 15, p. 94. 
vi Ibid., No. 15, p. 94. 
vii.Ann Ree Colton, Vision for the Future, p. 65. 


